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Bidirectional Data Flow with Automated Decision-Making 
and Interactive Analytics

UseUse Tetra Data Platform (TDP) to fully automate round-trip & end-to-end “bidirectional” data flow between your execution 
systems (lab instruments, control software) and experiment design and tracking systems (ELN & LIMS), while introducing 
automated data processing and interactive data analysis. This platform-based approach provides scalability and flexibility 
via cloud-native architecture while decoupling data sources from data targets. It also facilitates tracking and analytics tool 
application to this “bidirectional” data.
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Introduction
We asked our R&D customers, colleagues, and advisers: “If you built a lab from scratch, today, to orchestrate the free 
flow of information and data across your best-of-breed software and hardware, and perform any kind of data 
analysis...what would you build?” 

HHere’s the (slightly paraphrased) answer:

“I want seamless instrument control from ELN or LIMS such that I can design and plan our experiment in these systems and then 
send measurement requests or sample sets or protocols directly to instrument control software, or take direct measurements 
from lab equipment like balances or pH meters. 

After the experiment, I want near-real-time access to all experimental results in ELN or LIMS, and to apply data science models 
& advanced analytics tools such that I can analyze the data interactively to explore the next best parameter space. Then an 
automated instruction should be transferred back to the instrument to begin a new loop.

ThisThis must work with our already diverse set of instruments and support any type of commercially-available informatics 
application or data analytics I would like to perform.”

How might you achieve this using the Tetra Data Platform? Let’s learn.
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Automated and Remote Instrument Control 
Interface with your Instruments and Execution System using Web APIs to transfer experiment instruction or design to the 
execution systems

ScieScientists design their experiment and receive a request from another department in ELN/LIMS such as IDBS 
E-Workbook, or LabWare. The next step is to execute the experiment on the instruments. 

First you need an abstraction layer atop your execution systems - namely instrument control software or workflow 
orchestration software  - interacting with them in a simple, vendor-agnostic way to interface with their respective 
control software. 

ThisThis abstraction layer enables any applications to interface with data-producing systems using a simple, accessible web 
API without network connectivity headaches or worrying about the heterogeneous and fragmented nature of lab data 
systems. As a result, ELN, LIMS, or third party informatics systems can easily interact with the instrument control 
software via the TDP using HTTP requests. 
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Automated and remote instrument control

For example, to create a list of samples to measure inside your Chromatography Data System (CDS) - i.e. Waters 
Empower or ThermoFisher Chromeleon - you can make the following HTTP API request:
 

AAny third party application can now issue commands to lab instruments or instrument control software in one 
consistent set of APIs, without understanding that specific instrument’s interface. This allows scientists to seamlessly 
transfer their experiment design to the physical world in an automated manner.

curl --location --request POST 'https://api.tetrascience.com/v1/commands' \
--header 'Authorization: Bearer ,your-service-user-jwt-token>' \
--header 'Content-Type: application/json' \
--data-raw '{
  "target": {"name": "CDS 1"},
  "action": "TetraScience.Agent.empower.CreateSampleSetMethod",
  "metadata": "2020-11-03T18:28:03+00:00",  "metadata": "2020-11-03T18:28:03+00:00",
  "payload": {
      "samples": [{
          "name": "one",
          "type": "control"
      }, {
          "name": "two",
          "type": "sample"          "type": "sample"
      }]
  }
}'
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Automated Data Acquisition and Publication

Once the data are produced, TDP will then automatically collect, harmonize, and then prepare the data for query by any 
application. Metadata related to data origin and data integrity verification can be added in through a Docker-based 
transformation process using Tetra Data Pipelines, which R&D organizations can configure and customize.

OneOne common use case is to use the Tetra Data Pipelines to publish the experiment data to the originating application or 
applications that need to consume the data. For instance, if you developed an HTS campaign in Dotmatics Studies, you’d 
ideally expect mass spec, plate reader, and liquid handler metadata to populate the experiment once complete. If you 
designed a bioprocess template in IDBS, you’d expect results from the analyzers, osmometers to populate the 
E-Workbook. This automated data flow eliminates the manual transcription, which is error-prone and time consuming.
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calculate the parameters for a new set of experiments, such as a concentration series, thermocycle, or additional mixing. 
Further loops permit a full picture of the experimental response landscape to emerge.
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Data Pipelines for Automated Processing and Decision Making 

NoNow that data are collected and prepared for analysis, leveraging the application programming interface (API) 
abstraction on top of the instruments and instruments control software, it’s possible to leverage the Tetra Data 
Pipelines to send commands to an instrument and tell the instrument what to do next. This can be achieved using 
common data engineering / data science languages like Python to introduce customized machine learning and analytics 
logic. Perhaps most tantalizing, you could utilize this technological path to build an automated DMTA loop. 

FFor example, let’s say a mass spec and an HPLC monitor the output of a high-throughput experimentation cascade. Once 
data is acquired for all wells of the microplate, the Tetra Data Platform can trigger data pipelines to analyze the LC/MS 
data and then determine what to do next. The data pipeline can then send commands to a Titan Mosaic sample manager, 
a LabCyte Echo, Hamilton Vantage, or Tecan FreedomEVO (compound / reagent dispensing), and a sealer / shaker to set 
up an initial reaction or assay. Once the spectral and chromatographic data return to the platform, a data pipeline can 
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import ts.devtools.context'
import pandas as pd

def decide_concentration(data):
  ########
  # add your customized logic
  ########
  return  return [{
    'A1': '10uMol',
    'A2': '1uMol'
    'A3': '0.1uMol'
  }]  
  
def main(input, context)
    data_frame    data_frame = pd.read_file(input)
    
    # handle the data
    # then run concentration series
    # on the next plate
    well_concentrations = decide_concentration(data_frame)
    
        # send the command to the liquid handler
    context.run_command({
      'target': {'connectorId': 'uuid-of-the-robotic-system-connector'},
      'action': 'TetraScience.Connector.freedomevo.dispense'
      'payload': {
        'well_concentrations': well_concentrations,
        'shake_time': '5min',
                'heat": '30degC for 10 hours',
        'sampling': '10uL'
    }
  })
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Here’s how this could be achieved using a Tetra Data Pipeline:
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Data Applications for Interactive Analysis and Guided ML 

Think of this like a discontinuous version of high-throughput experimentation: instead of running a massively parallel 
run under a specific set of conditions with a variable of interest, several smaller iterations could be done with smaller 
sample lists. 

FFor instance, a dose-escalation study, a tolerance test, or a concentration check could all be done quickly with a suitable 
data model downstream to interpret results and send the next variable to test. Output can be checked by a human 
operator ad hoc during the run through an application like Jupyter Notebook, Qlik, Streamlit, Spotfire or Tableau.

AutomatedAutomated data pipelines can be run to narrow the parameter space to a smaller set of options and then data apps like 
Streamlit can present results to a scientist to interactively make decisions.  For example, you can select only the best 
responders to a given assay or condition set, or combine multiple “hits'' or strong binders from multiple runs to telescope 
project time and conserve consumables. 
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Architectural Considerations for Seamless Instrument Control 
with Data Publication, at Scale 

AA major challenge that R&D organizations face involves direct control of an instrument from ELN/LIMS, while ensuring 
a seamless return of the data with concomitant publication to the correct experiment or assay. Usually, this request 
involves either DIY tailoring of an on-prem ELN/LIMS, or vendor customization, leading to point-to-point integration 
spaghetti and future maintenance technical debt. Such integrations are rigid, fragile, costly to maintain and (most 
importantly) create yet another data silo. With the TDP approach outlined above, metadata creates a chain of custody 
that allows “fulfillment” of the ELN/LIMS order. 

DeDecoupling Instrument Control from Data Publishing Enables Scaled-up Data Science

Typically lab (data) automation is done in a rigid (hence, fragile) point-to-point fashion. ELN and LIMS systems connect 
to the instrument control software or lab automation software, for example, HighRes Biosolutions Cellario, AGU SDC, 
Biotek Gen5, Tecan Fluent, or Molecular Devices SoftmaxPro to send requests. The data produced will only flow back to 
the request system (ELN or LIMS), preventing publication of the data to other informatics applications, assay warehouse, 
visualization, AI/ML engines etc. Instrument control and data publication are tied together in the same “handshake.”

DisadDisadvantages of this architecture include:

 1.  Difficult to have multiple requesters; R&D organizations sometimes need to have two systems interacting with   
   the instruments

 2.  ELN & LIMS never focus on integration as their core product and business; therefore their integration layers are   
   added post hoc

 3.  Difficult to introduce AI/ML and other computation and decision making in the data flow

  4.  Since instrument data only gets published to the requestor, other informatics applications, data science and    
   analytics software are prevented from broader access, limiting FAIR impact, aggregated analytics and data     
   liquidity
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Architecturally, TDP introduces the long-awaited abstraction layer and decoupling between instruments and ELN/LIMS. 

In this decoupled architecture: 

 1.  All data are harmonized and prepared for consumption by any application, along with the metadata coming from  
   the ELN & LIMS, enabling data science and advanced analytics 

  2.  All the requests / commands are logged in the TDP for inspection, trending and analysis

Once TDP connects to a lab workflow, all data from that process is automatically stored on the Tetra Data Lake 
(can be deployed inside your own AWS). Post-acquisition data science pipelines can be set up to run: one can 
trigger an instrument control step, and the other can curate the data and publish it to an ELN or other target. 

Building the best lab

TTo answer the question we initially posed at the top: “If you could build a lab from scratch…” we hope you’d 
consider having API connectivity, harmonized data, facile remote control, and machine-driven experimental 
optimization be part of your grand vision. Call us to see how we can bring that to reality today.

For more information on Bidirectional Data Flow, visit tetrascience.com

www.tetrascience.com
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